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Abstract— Context-aware systems open up completely new opportunities for application developers and End users collect and transfer contextual data and 

adjust system behavior accordingly. Especially the combination of mobile devices that increase the high price of these mechanisms and usability has made a 

huge leap. In this paper, we present Context-aware service-oriented architecture for secure data transmission. Design based on the principles we have developed 

a number of existing contextual knowledge systems, which focuses on the context of knowledge systems, and frames, and we have developed a 

framework for the implementation of context-aware middleware. We deal with the context-aware end-to-end data delivery services adaptive composition of 

middlebox services when dynamically service provider than virtual functions. We can achieve the deployment of network service chain adapted by it and enable 

programmability of the data delivery path through a dynamically established sequence of virtual middlebox functions. It also includes specifications for 

processing functions that must be passed by service data, while taking advantage of contextual awareness and self-adaptation capabilities. We discuss various 

approaches and analyze important aspects of context-aware computing, based on the systems presented. The effectiveness of the proposed approach to 

distinguish service data processing is to be investigated using an experimental test when using optimization transfer tables in switches. 

Index Terms— Context-aware system, Service-oriented system, Data transmission, sensors, Context-aware services, Context management, Context 

awareness with services. 

1 INTRODUCTION

The increasing use of mobile computing devices today users around 

the world these devices are already part of the everyay life of carriers. 

Contrary to the limitations of its predecessors, many current mobile 

devices have decent computing power, a large amount of vast memory, 

and can be used locally and globally. The amount of communication 

required with mobile apps can be reduced in some situations by taking 

advantage of contextual information about users and devices. Sensor 

hardware, which can be used to collect contextual information, is 

highly accessible and increasingly available on mobile standard 

devices are introduced by T. Erl, et al. [1] and W. John, et al. [3]. We 

can use low-level sensing data, such as physical location and 

temperature, to infer high-level contextual information, such as 

situations (e.g. ―sunbathing on the beach"). The user experience of 

mobile apps dependent on contextual information can be greatly 

enhanced by providing these apps with contextual information derived 

automatically from sensor data. 

Service-oriented architecture (SOA) is a loosely coupled, distributed 

software component accessible through platform-independent protocols 

and interfaces, T. Erl, et al. [1] and Y. Qin, et al. [4]. The methods in 

the service are invoked in various applications. The main goal of 

such architecture is to service 

the provision of functions to the industry, mainly considering business 

processes. Deployed only once for use by multiple applications. 

Concepts, context-conscious computing, and the service-oriented 

architectural paradigm, can take mutual advantage of each other. 

Context-aware system summarizes the raw sensor data and uses 

context data to provide higher level background information for other 

functional parts of the system. 

Context recognition and adaptation are closely related, and these 

two terms are often used as synonyms. Adaptation is the ability to 

provide a different version of the service or presentation of different 

products. A document to meet the needs of the user, environment, 

equipment, and etc. contextual awareness is the ability to perceive the 

user's situation in many of its aspects and, as a result, adapt the 

behavior of the system. A context-oriented application should manage 

the context as one of its input data, processing each user's request 

according to different context cases. However, it is easier to think of 

context as input for a single application, since it is difficult to classify 

all combinations of user situations, devices, and other context- 

sensitive parameters in advance. Therefore, the context should be 

managed separately, and its influence on the application behavior 

should be described orthogonally in relation to the application data, Z. 

Laliwala, et al. [5]. 

The service-oriented paradigm helps in creating intermediate 

software solutions that make certain pieces of contextual information 

available to the components they relate to, regardless of the physical 

distribution of the sensors from which this information comes. Access 

to contextual information at various levels of abstraction can be 

published as a service, and these services can be compiled to provide 

higher-level contextual information again for publication as a service. 

On the other hand, service-oriented architectures can be improved by 

contextual awareness, Y. Qin, et al. [4] and Riaz. M, et al. [9]. 

In this paper systems that combine context-awareness and service- 

orientation for data transmission. Each of these systems provides a 

certain type of context Management, which we check in more detail. 

Some of them use context management to build context-conscious 

solutions used in service-oriented architectures. The proposed system 

is validated through the experimental operation performed by tested. 

The results show that the proposed system is feasible. 
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2 RELATED WORK 

Currently, context awareness has become essential for software 

applications and services due to the high demand of users, especially 

for mobile applications. This need to provide context awareness 

requires the software infrastructure not only to obtain context 

information but also to use it, so it provides favorable services that can 

be customized according to the user's needs. The author V. A. 

Immanuel, et al. [10] is to apply context-sensitive computing using a 

service-oriented architecture to obtain, analyze, and assist physicians 

and nurses with the necessary information. B. A. Kumar [11] proposed 

approach selects a web service based on user context from 

experimental results, and the proposed method provides a reliable 

solution in the context of known services. This research can be utilized 

for the development of large-scale dynamic adaptive applications in 

the future. Y. Yengı, et al. [12] introduces the service-oriented context 

recognition architecture for the public and the provision of services in 

the Internet of things. A. Garcia De Prado, et al. [13] describes event- 

based services supported by the enterprise service bus that facilitate 

the inclusion of IOT data and the provision of context-sensitive 

services in real time. 

G. Ortiz, et al. [14] the authors define and implement a micro 

services-based architecture that provides context-sensitive real-time 

actions based on predicted streaming data processing. The purpose of 

paper written by author, Á. R. Lopes, et al. [15] is to develop a context- 

aware ubiquitous learning environment that is characterized by the 

ability to acquire and use information from the user's context. This 

makes it possible to learn the context based on the adaptive behavior 

of the software, the service, or the resource. G. Guerrero-Contreras, et 

al. [16] proposes context-conscious software architecture to support 

the availability of services used in mobile and dynamic network 

environments. M. Ayoubi, et al. [17], proposes a highly scalable 

architecture that consists of three functional elements. H. Taktak, et al. 

[18], evaluates how to manage service functions and user interface 

specifications at Design time and at runtime. They also discuss how 

an adaptive user interface and a model-driven approach to creating 

popular services can facilitate the work of designers and developers, 

limit incompatibility issues, and support the dynamic generation of 

systems adapted to different usage situations. B. Cheng, et al. [19] 

proposes a situation event detection algorithm based on an automaton, 

a situation event-driven service cooperative behavior model. K. Wan, 

et al. [20] proposes a resource-Aware service-oriented service model 

to design a system that can efficiently provide high-quality medical 

services. 

K. Cemus, et al. [21], proposes a service-oriented architecture. 

Such construction is adaptive in the context of service saving and easy 

maintenance while dealing with the reuse of crosscuts of all services. 

K. Lin, et al. [22], service-oriented object (SOT) paradigm that can 

recognize user activities and construct, map, and deploy context 

recognition services in an object domain. Adopt a service-oriented 

framework to develop context-aware interactive services for cloud 

robots, J. Huang, et al. [23]. N. Ibrahim, et al. [24], offers a service- 

oriented context-sensitive architecture for publishing, discovering, 

and providing services in the Internet of things. The L. Kovacs, et al. 

[25] designs and creates a service-oriented framework to help develop 

and use client-service-oriented applications that support location-and 

context. The name of the proposed service-oriented architecture is 

omnipresent, Damiao R, et al. [26]. Khouja M, et al. [27] shows the 

various semantic interactions that can occur in coxel. It also describes 

the role coxell plays in the surroundings. Lu. S [28], presents a 

problem of delayed response due to an exceptional event from a 

distributed Cognitive Service Group. They propose a new architecture 

to guarantee the overall consistency and real-time response of 

distributed Cognitive Services. The existing IoT service is proposed 

in the architectural context service discovery for general purposes, 

Sasirekha. S, et al [29]. 

The chang. C, et al. [30] suggests a service-oriented mobile indie- 

fog server architecture that allows implementing a dynamic algorithm, 

as well as supports distributed CaaS processing between mobile 

devices. Zoppi T, et al. [31] presents a context-aware anomaly 

detection framework that obtains information about running services 

and calibrates anomaly detection. Faieq S, et al. [32] proposes 

architecture for configuring context-aware services in a cloud 

environment. Kashevnik, et al. [33] proposed to build a 

recommendation system based on loosely connected modules, which 

implements both personalized and non-personalized recommendation 

methods, as well as a synthesis module that adapts the modular system 

to the specific conditions of various types of source information. The 

author Suchanek M, et al. [34] presents and developing machine- 

driven reports that can be sent between services. It's not just a way of 

encoding reports and composing together; it allows you to combine 

semantics using technologies semantic web and ontology design, 

mainly JSON-LD Schema.org. Corral-Plaza D, et al. [35], proposed 

architecture of utilizing a new technology and a cloud platform will 

process a huge amount of heterogeneous data and provide a way for 

specific applications in that context. 

Li. X, et al. [36] draw attention to the activity-oriented context- 

sensitive application of (AOCA), where environmental requirements 

depending on the user actions and provide AOCA application of the 

developed. Guo. J, et al. [37] proposes a method for assessing the 

global trust in composite services. This can be used to evaluate non- 

performing composite services. The recommendation is based on the 

system for service configuration intended for a smart environment. 

The proposed system by Faieq. S, et al. [38] can capture the situation 

of the user by the analysis of the context information, and the system 

can choose the appropriate service model to catch the demand and 

satisfy the needs. Kyriazis D. [39] presents an approach that suggests 

using security controls as plug-ins that can be used in service-oriented 

environments. The latter allows users to adapt the appropriate security 

and privacy levels by using security measures that have been selected 

and implemented by themselves, which eases their security and 

privacy concerns. 

 
3 METHODOLOGY 

Context-aware systems can be implemented in several ways. The 

approach depends on specific requirements and conditions, such as 

location sensors (local or remote), the number of potential users (one 

user or many), the available resources used for the devices (high-end 

Pc or small mobile devices) or the extension of the facility's system. 

Also, the method of collecting contextual data is very important in the 

design of context-dependent systems, because it, at least to some 

extent, determines the architectural style of the system. fig. 1, shows 

that context-aware service-oriented architecture for secure data 

transmission. Where, the component for context management is 

separated from the operating core. Each component corresponds to the 

context management step described below. 
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1. Capturing context concerns physical sensors and the raw data 

they generate. This part is very device-dependent, and the 

overall model is difficult to build. In our architecture, we 

define a context provider, which is a context capture system. 

While the low-level views that we initially captured may not 

make sense for the application, high-level views are easier to 

interpret, use, and interpret in the context of our architecture 

and context interpreter module. 

2. Context storage stores context values. In connection with the 

model parameters, we can use the storage and exchange of 

XML documents in connection with values. For each context 

address (user, network, device, metadata), we define a set of 

elements that contain parameter values relevant to that dataset. 

Defining context parameters is a function of the application 

designer, which also defines their syntactic and semantic 

structure. 

3. A context-conscious statement should consume part of the 

context. In architecture it must subscribe to the context broker 

that transports the appropriate information for each service 

application. The subscription service tells the broker that is 

part of the context. The broker can then offer a context view 

of each service. This view can develop dynamically during 

execution, which requires some intelligence from the 

mediator. Services can collect context values whenever they 

are needed, or the context broker can provide a connection to 

subscribers whenever it is updated. 

4. Context consumers must adapt to the context. They're 

registered first to the context broker. Customizing the context 

can apply to three levels: data flow (content adaptation), 

visualization (the user interface adaptation), and application 

behavior (service adaptation). All of these adaptations can be 

static (before run time) or dynamic (during run time). We need 

to use both to ensure that the context is as good as possible. 

Data or content and user interface adaptation into the 

architecture. 

This means that the adaptation process consists of different 

combinations of services selected independently in different 

dimensions of the application (user interface, content, business 

services) shows in fig.2. The service is used to ensure that the 

dimensions of things are adjusted. 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2, point 3D space defines an adaptation plan, i.e. customizing the 

data route, plus customizing the adaptation service route, plus 

customizing the presentation route. The three routes are designed to 

be shared, but can be handled independently. The results are compiled 

to adjust the context. Each service has a set of common services 

available, which can also be context-dependent. Common services are 

common adaptation services. 

The user interface is a very important part of the system. It sends or 

presents data to the user according to the context situation in different 

modalities. The model is a set of business services that interact with 

the view and is a controller connection between the service and the 

view interaction component. It detects the interaction events of the 

view and calls the corresponding services of the model. User interface 

customization depends mainly on device capabilities and context user 

aspects. We have generated the architecture based on adaptations on 

run-time and pre-run adaptation rules to adapt user interfaces to these 

two aspects. This allows performing user interface with any service to 

send data. When a service is called, its inputs and outputs are also 

adapted to the context. 

 
The content adaptation is customized by changing some of the features 

of the data provided to the user. 

1. Format adaptation: this variant consists of completely 

changing or changing the data format. For example, or reduce 

the image colors or synthesize sound from the text. 

2. Language translation: text can be translated into another 

language to adapt to the user's preferences. Translation 

services can offer these types of adaptations. 

3. Data Compression: There are two main types of data 

compression: raw data compression (for example, zip) to 

reduce storage size and transfer time, and multimedia 

compression (for example, jpeg), which is directly processed 

on the user terminal. For text data, semantic compression can 

be used to calculate the document summary. 

4. Data decomposition and aggregation: Data decomposition is 

more preferable for the user, or to extract some of the more 

important media. If the terminal is compatible, the rest can be 

displayed to the user. Users can request the aggregation of 

different media objects: for example, tourists can find a list of 

nearby restaurants. 
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4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

To verify the proposed approach, we have developed an experimental 

setup consisting of three Open Flow enabled emulated switches shown 

in fig 3. SW2 is a transit when the Switch SW1 and SW3 are also 

connected to the user's network and service feature, respectively. In 

addition, SW1 and SW3 are both connected to the emulated Cloud 

Platform, which contains two middlebox cases; each of them identifies 

a unique VLAN ID. To imitate the cloud platform we used a hub that 

gets the port 3 Switch and sends back to the same package to port 4 

the same switch. Switches are replicated using open source software 

Open vSwitch version 2.61 and OpenFlow version 1.0 [40]. That 

communication-only uses a network controller. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Based on the user's location, i.e. user classes, we linked the services 

as shown in Table 1, which reproduces the contents of the service 

chain database. The service chain database includes a service 

configuration specification that defines cascading logic as a workflow 

for middebox functionality. This information is used to select a 

middebox instance for each type of feature defined in the service 

configuration plan. The choice can be made by considering 

information based on context. 

 

TABLE 1 
CONTEXT-ORIENTED SPECIFICATION FOR THE COMPOSITION OF A 

MIDDLEBOX INSTANCE 

 
Class Subnet Mask Middlebox instance chain 

A 22 12 

B 24 10-12 

C 26 10-12-13 

 
First, we estimated the setup time, i.e. the time from receiving the 

request to configure the delivery path to sending the Service response 

back to the application object. We repeated the test 10 times and 

plotted the average setup time for different service contexts and 

baselines (i.e., traffic passes through all available middlebox 

instances). From fig. 4, we can see that the installation time is on 

average about 370 ms. although this does not depend on the number 

of middlebox instances involved, the installation time increases 

slightly. 

 

 

 

 

 
Second, we plotted the output Round Trip Time (RTT) experienced by 

the packages to compare the performance of our system with the 

baseline. Although such latency depends on the network we are 

installing, we can observe that latency decreases, and thus network 

usage can be optimized by differentiating packet processing while 

improving overall performance. 

 
 

Fig 6 shows the average availability of the service. In which the 

mobile nodes act like static nodes, the availability of service 

increments with each addition of a new static server. Although, the 

maximum availability provided a static installations, 79.32 % with 4 

servers nodes. fig 7, shows the efficiency of the proposed system. 

From this we can understand that architecture specification system for 

the use of the smallest number of copies and provides maximum 

availability according to the current state of the network. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 5. RTT for a different type of classes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 3. Tested Setup 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. Service availability of system 
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   5 CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper, context-aware service-oriented architecture for secure 

data transmission is presented. The access to contextual information 

at various levels of abstraction can be published as a service, and these 

services can be compiled to provide higher-level contextual 

information again for publication as a service. On the other hand, 

service-oriented architectures can be improved by contextual 

awareness. We also address the problem of a dynamic service chain 

within service overlay networks for contextual delivery of application 

service data and creating new offers and, consequently, new ways for 

operators to monetize their networks. The results show that network 

usage could be optimized for a specialized number of passed 

middlebox cases. In the future, large-scale assessments are planned by 

creating an emulated network environment. 
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